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In ancient Japan, when people wanted to carry things, they made
variously shaped bags and satchels from many kinds of materials.
Such bags were an important part of Japanese daily life for
thousands of years.
The bags in this exhibition were made and used by common
people in old Japan. Though limited by the materials available, the
ingenuity with which they were crafted and the care given to them
is remarkable even today. Most of the pieces in this collection are
approximately 80 – 150 years old.

Komebukuro (Rice Bags)
In traditional Japan, when common people went to gatherings such as
festivals or Buddhist ceremonies, they brought grain or beans in these
patchwork bags.
This custom existed throughout most of Japan until Would War II, and
in some areas it probably still continues today.
There is an old Japanese saying that you shouldn't throw away any piece
of cloth big enough to wrap three beans, and this ecologically sound
frugality can be seen in these bags, made from various cloth fragments
that had been treasured for a long time.

Komebukuro

Tsunobukuro (Horn Bags)
Tsuno-bukuro are composed of a single long piece of hand-woven fabric,
sewn together on the bias to produce this uniquely shaped long bag.
Although we don’t have a lot of information about them, such bags
such as these were most likely used to transport grains or beans, and
were probably suspended from ceilings to keep their contents dry and
protected from mice.
This form of bias construction is very useful because it allows the fabric
to stretch and protects the stitching from exposure.
Even though they have always been constructed in the same way, their
shapes would change with use over time depending on the fabric they
were made from: cotton, hemp, linden, or paper mulberry.
Tsunobukuro

Zenibukuro (Coin Bags)
The employees of offices or shops used these bags to carry coins.
Usually, the bottom or four corners were stitched with white threads for
reinforcement because the bags would be so heavy when filled.

Zenibukuro

Some of the pieces I've collected are torn and repaired with many small
patches, and some have the original owner's name and the date of
creation or purchase written on them in sumi ink, but for what reason?
Perhaps because people were proud to have made them and hoped
to use them for a long time, even passing them down to future
generations.
Unfortunately, such ecologically friendly and frugal thinking no longer
exists in Japan.
Through the bags in this collection we can glimpse the past and perhaps
remember and re-learn from our ancestors their lessons for living on the
Earth.

People didn't put any useless decoration on tools because they made
them only for use in their daily lives, but these simple, rustic bags
can still surprise us with their innate, utilitarian beauty.

